IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF DELAWARE
JIGSAW DATING LIMITED,
Plaintiff,
v.

C.A. No. __________
JURY TRIAL DEMANDED

SOMETHING MORE, INC.,
Defendant.

COMPLAINT FOR PATENT INFRINGEMENT
Plaintiff Jigsaw Dating Limited (“Jigsaw” or “Plaintiff”), files this
Complaint and demand for a jury trial against Defendant Something More, Inc.
(“S’More”), seeking relief for infringement of U.S. Patent No. 11,483,276.
Plaintiff states and alleges the following:

1.

This lawsuit relates to two mobile dating applications—one called

Jigsaw (the “Jigsaw App”) that pioneered a less-superficial way to date, and another
called S’More (the “S’More App”) that copied the Jigsaw App.
2.

The Jigsaw App provides an alternative to the shallow dating app

experience in which instant judgments are made based on profile pictures. The
Jigsaw App avoids such frustrations by emphasizing quality conversation and
personality—initially obscuring each profile picture with puzzle-shaped pieces and
incrementally removing the pieces as users exchange messages.

Jigsaw (Innovator)
3.

S’More (Imitator)

S’More recently modified their dating application to obscure each

profile picture with wedge-shaped pieces and incrementally remove those pieces as
users exchange messages, just like with the Jigsaw App. Jigsaw is suing S’More
for patent infringement to prevent S’More from using Jigsaw’s patented technology.
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Jigsaw Pioneered the Less-Superficial Dating App
4.

Jigsaw was formed by friends Alex Durrant and Max Adamski. Alex

and Max understood how dissatisfying online dating experiences could be, and
decided in their early twenties to create a mobile dating application that would
connect people more meaningfully. By obscuring pictures with puzzle-shaped
pieces and removing the pieces incrementally as messages are sent, users focus
more on what people say about themselves than judging primarily based on looks.

5.

Alex and Max originally called their application “JigTalk”, but have

since rebranded both their app and company name to “Jigsaw”. The following
screenshots show how the Jigsaw App1 obscures a profile picture with puzzleshaped pieces, incrementally removing those pieces as users exchange messages.

1

“Jigsaw dating”, Jigsaw Dating Limited, available at
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/jigsaw-dating/id930197933.
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6.

Jigsaw’s first widespread launch was across London, where the

application had over 100,000 users and received extensive acclaim. Indeed, Jigsaw
became the first British company to graduate from NASDAQ’s prestigious
“Milestone Makers” accelerator.
7.

Jigsaw tested its application in various US markets during the

pandemic, and recently undertook its first statewide US launch—rolling out across
all of Texas in September 2022. To bolster its Texas efforts, Jigsaw has become the
Proud Dating Partner of the Dallas Cowboys, becoming the first dating application
ever to partner with an NFL team.
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S’More Infringes Jigsaw’s Patent
8.

Jigsaw has been awarded two patents that cover its dating

application, and has a third patent application that is currently pending.2 S’More
infringes at least claims 1 and 4 of U.S. Patent No. 11,483,276 (the ’276 patent).
Independent claim 1, which is representative of both claims, is reproduced below.
U.S. Patent No. 11,483,276
[1.Preamble] A computer-implemented method, comprising:
[1.A] receiving, by a first computing device at which a first user account is
logged into a computing system that facilitates communications between different
user accounts of the computing system, an image submitted to the computing
system by a second user account, wherein the image is an image that was
captured by a camera;
[1.B] displaying, by the first computing device, page content that includes
the image, with at least part of the image obscured by a first amount of graphical
objects, and with other portions of the page content left unobscured;
[1.C] receiving, by the first computing device, first user input that provides a

2

U.S. Patent No. 10,887,270 (issued January 5, 2021); U.S. Patent No. 11,483,276
(issued October 25, 2022); U.S. Patent App. No. 17/972,282 (filed October 24,
2022).
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first user-typed message for receipt by the second user account;
[1.D] providing, by the first computing device and for receipt by a second
computing device at which the second user account has logged into the computing
system, the first user-typed message, to cause the second computing device to
visually present the first user-typed message;
[1.E] displaying, by the first computing device as a result of the first usertyped message having been input at the first computing device, the image with the
at least part of the image obscured by a second amount of graphical objects that is
less than the first amount of graphical objects, such that a first part of the image
that was previously covered by a first graphical object is no longer covered by the
first graphical object;
[1.F] displaying, by the first computing device after the image has been
displayed with the at least part of the image obscured by the second amount of
graphical objects, a second user-typed message that was input at the second
computing device for receipt by the first user account;
[1.G] displaying, by the first computing device as a result of the second usertyped message having been input at the second computing device, the image with
the at least part of the image obscured by a third amount of graphical objects that
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is less than the second amount of graphical objects, such that a second part of the
image that was previously covered by a second graphical object is no longer
covered by the second graphical object; and
[1.H] displaying, by the first computing device after the first computing
device has displayed the image with the at least part of the image obscured by the
third amount of graphical objects, the at least part of the image as unobscured as a
result of an additional user-typed message being sent from the first user account
to the second user account or from the second user account to the first user
account.

9.

On information and belief, the S’More App3 was developed by and

currently functions under the control of S’More. On information and belief,
S’More copied Jigsaw when it modified the S’More App to obscure a user’s profile
picture with multiple wedge-shaped pieces and remove those pieces as messages are
exchanged. Below is a sequence of screenshots that show a conversation between
two users of the S’More App, including how the S’More App incrementally
removes wedge-shaped pieces from the image as the users exchange messages.

3

“S’More: Friends, Chat, Meet”, Something More, Inc., available at
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/smore-friends-chat-meet/id1480204369.
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6 Pieces Remaining

10.

S’More’s copying was extensive. It not only copied Jigsaw’s

incremental-revealing process, but copied how the Jigsaw App initially displays a
profile picture with a single piece missing.

Jigsaw (Innovator)
11.

S’More (Imitator)

S’More even copied how the Jigsaw App displays a celebratory

confetti animation after the final piece is removed.

Jigsaw (Innovator)

S’More (Imitator)
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12.

The following pages step through claim 1 of the ’276 patent, one

limitation at a time, graphically illustrating how the S’More App4 performs the
operations recited by each limitation.

[1.Preamble]. A computer-implemented method, comprising:
13.

The S’More App is implemented by computerized devices that

operate the iOS operating system (e.g., iPhones), as indicated by the “FAQs” page
of the S’More website.5

As such, the S’More App performs a “computer-implemented method,” as recited
by claim 1.

4

The features identified in the S’More App are non-limiting examples, and are
subject to revision if Plaintiff’s claim constructions are contested.
5

“FAQ – S’More - the dating app built for relationships!”, Something More, Inc.,
https://smoreapp.com/faq.
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[1.A] receiving, by a first computing device at which a first user account is
logged into a computing system that facilitates communications between
different user accounts of the computing system, an image submitted to the
computing system by a second user account, wherein the image is an image that
was captured by a camera;
14.

The screenshots displayed over the following pages show the S’More

App executing on two different computing devices—a first device in which the
S’More App is operating with a “Bex” user account logged into S’More’s
computing system, and a second device in which the S’More App is operating with
a “Becca” user account logged into S’More’s computing system. Screenshots taken
from the perspective of Bex’s user account and device are shown with an orange
border. Screenshots taken from the perspective of Becca’s user account and device
are shown with a purple border.
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15.

The adjacent screenshot

shows a conversation between Bex and
Becca (from the perspective of Bex’s user
account and device) after the users have
exchanged enough messages to reveal
each other’s profile picture. This
screenshot illustrates how the S’More
computing system “facilitates
communications between different user
accounts of the computing system,” as
recited by claim 1. This screenshot also
shows how Bex’s device received and
displayed Becca’s profile image,
providing the claimed “receiving, by a
first computing device . . . , an image.”
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16.

The S’More App allows users to submit a profile picture by either

selecting “Take photo” or “Camera Roll”, as illustrated by the below-left screenshot
of the S’More App that was captured during creation of Becca’s user profile. The
profile image provided by Becca to S’More’s computing system is shown by the
below-right screenshot of the S’More App home screen on Becca’s iPhone.

These screenshots illustrate that Becca’s profile image is “an image submitted to the
computing system by a second user account, wherein the image is an image that
was captured by a camera,” as recited by claim 1.
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[1.B] displaying, by the first computing device, page content that includes the
image, with at least part of the image obscured by a first amount of graphical
objects, and with other portions of the page content left unobscured;
17.

The S’More App performs the

operations recited by this claim language. For
example, at the moment in the conversation
between Bex and Becca illustrated in the adjacent
screenshot, the S’More App displays Becca’s
profile image as obscured by ten wedge-shaped
graphical objects. This presentation by the
S’More App of a conversation user interface with
an obscured profile image provides “displaying
. . . page content that includes the image, with at
least part of the image obscured by a first amount
of graphical objects,” as recited by claim 1.
18.

The conversation user interface illustrated in the screenshot includes

multiple portions that are left unobscured, such as Becca’s name and the messages
exchanged between Bex and Becca. As such the S’More App displays “page
content that includes the image . . . with other portions of the page content left
unobscured,” as recited by claim 1.
15

[1.C] receiving, by the first computing device, first user input that provides a first
user-typed message for receipt by the second user account;
19.

The S’More App performs the

operations recited by this claim language. For
example, the S’More App at Bex’s device
receives the user-typed message “Same! It’s so
gloomy today”, as illustrated by the adjacent
screenshot. As such, the S’More App performs
“receiving . . . first user input that provides a first
user-typed message for receipt by the second user
account,” as recited by claim 1.
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[1.D] providing, by the first computing device and for receipt by a second
computing device at which the second user account has logged into the
computing system, the first user-typed message, to cause the second computing
device to visually present the first user-typed message;
20.

The S’More App performs the

operations recited by this claim language. For
example, the adjacent screenshot illustrates how
the S’More App at Becca’s device displays
Bex’s message “Same! It’s so gloomy today”,
indicating that Bex’s message was provided by
Bex’s device over the internet, to be received by
Becca’s device and cause Becca’s device to
visually present Bex’s message. As such the
S’More App performs “providing . . . the first
user-typed message, to cause the second
computing device to visually present the first
user-typed message.”
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[1.E] displaying, by the first computing device as a result of the first user-typed
message having been input at the first computing device, the image with the at
least part of the image obscured by a second amount of graphical objects that is
less than the first amount of graphical objects, such that a first part of the image
that was previously covered by a first graphical object is no longer covered by the
first graphical object;
21.

The S’More App performs the

operations recited by this claim language. For
example and as illustrated in the following
screenshot, as a result of Bex having typed the
message “Same! It’s so gloomy today”, the
S’More app at Bex’s device displays Becca’s
profile picture as obscured by nine wedgeshaped graphical objects, which is less than the
ten web-shaped graphical objects that obscured
Becca’s profile picture before Bex typed the
message. Accordingly, the S’More App at
Bex’s device performs “displaying . . . the image
with the at least part of the image obscured by a
second amount of graphical objects that is less than the first amount of graphical
objects,” as recited by claim 1.
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[1.F] displaying, by the first computing device after the image has been
displayed with the at least part of the image obscured by the second amount of
graphical objects, a second user-typed message that was input at the second
computing device for receipt by the first user account;
22.

The S’More App performs the

operations recited by this claim language. For
example, after the S’More App on Bex’s
device displayed Becca’s profile picture as
being obscured by nine graphical objects, the
S’More app displayed a message that was
typed by Becca—“So much fog!!”. As such,
the S’More App performs “displaying . . . . a
second user-typed message that was input at
the second computing device for receipt by
the first user account,” as recited by claim 1.
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[1.G] displaying, by the first computing device as a result of the second usertyped message having been input at the second computing device, the image with
the at least part of the image obscured by a third amount of graphical objects
that is less than the second amount of graphical objects, such that a second part
of the image that was previously covered by a second graphical object is no
longer covered by the second graphical object;
23.

The S’More App performs the

operations recited by this claim language. For
example, and as illustrated in the adjacent
screenshot, the S’More App on Bex’s device
displays Becca’s profile picture as being
obscured by eight wedge-shaped graphical
objects, which is less than the previous
obfuscation by nine wedge-shaped graphical
objects, as a result of Becca having typed the
message “So much fog!!”. As such, the S’More
App performs “displaying . . . as a result of the
second user-typed message having been input at
the second computing device, the image with
the at least part of the image obscured by a third amount of graphical objects that is
less than the second amount of graphical objects,” as recited by claim 1.
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[1.H ] displaying, by the first computing device after the first computing device
has displayed the image with the at least part of the image obscured by the third
amount of graphical objects, the at least part of the image as unobscured as a
result of an additional user-typed message being sent from the first user account
to the second user account or from the second user account to the first user
account.
24.

The S’More App performs the

operations recited by this claim language. For
example, and as illustrated in the following
screenshot, after multiple additional messages
were exchanged between Bex and Becca, the
S’More App on Bex’s device displayed
Becca’s image as unobscured. In particular,
the S’More App displayed the image as
unobscured as a result of Becca having sent
Bex the message “Esp for cuddles”.
Accordingly, the S’More App performs
“displaying . . . the at least part of the image
as unobscured as a result of an additional usertyped message being sent from the first user account to the second user account or
from the second user account to the first user account.”
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25.

S’More also infringes independent claim 4 of the ’276 patent, which is

shown in the table below.
U.S. Patent No. 11,483,276
[4.Preamble] A computing device, comprising:
[4.i] one or more processors; and
[4.ii] one or more computer-readable devices, including instructions that
when executed cause performance of operations that comprise:
[4.A] receiving, by the computing device, at which a first user account
is logged into a computing system that facilitates communications between
different user accounts of the computing system, an image submitted to the
computing system by a second user account, wherein the image is an image that
was captured by a camera;
[4.B] displaying, by the computing device, page content that includes
the image, with at least part of the image obscured by a first amount of graphical
objects, and with other portions of the page content left unobscured; receiving, by
the computing device, first user input that provides a first user-typed message for
receipt by the second user account;
[4.C] providing, by the computing device and for receipt by a second
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computing device at which the second user account has logged into the computing
system, the first user-typed message, to cause the second computing device to
visually present the first user-typed message;
[4.D] displaying, by the computing device as a result of the first usertyped message having been input at the computing device, the image with the at
least part of the image obscured by a second amount of graphical objects that is
less than the first amount of graphical objects, such that a first part of the image
that was previously covered by a first graphical object is no longer covered by the
first graphical object;
[4.E] displaying, by the computing device after the image has been
displayed with the at least part of the image obscured by the second amount of
graphical objects, a second user-typed message that was input at the second
computing device for receipt by the first user account;
[4.F] displaying, by the computing device as a result of the second
user-typed message having been input at the second computing device, the image
with the at least part of the image obscured by a third amount of graphical objects
that is less than the second amount of graphical objects, such that a second part of
the image that was previously covered by a second graphical object is no longer
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covered by the second graphical object; and
[4.G] displaying, by the computing device after the computing device
has displayed the image with the at least part of the image obscured by the third
amount of graphical objects, the at least part of the image as unobscured as a
result of an additional user-typed message being sent from the first user account
to the second user account or from the second user account to the first user
account.

26.

Independent claim 4 recites a “device” including instructions that,

when executed, cause performance of operations. The operations recited by
“device” claim 4 correspond to the operations recited by “method” claim 1. For
example, limitations [4.A]-[4.G] in “device” claim 4 correspond to limitations
[1.A]-[1.G] in “method” claim 1. As such, any computing device on which the
S’More App is installed provides limitations [4.A]-[4.G], at least for the reasons
provided above with respect to limitations [1.A]-[1.G].
27.

Independent “device” claim 4 differs from independent “method”

claim 1 regarding content of the preamble and first two limitations of claim 4,
which are reproduced below.
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[4.Preamble] A computing device, comprising:
[4.i] one or more processors; and
[4.ii] one or more computer-readable devices, including instructions
that when executed cause performance of operations that comprise:

28.

On information and belief, any iOS device on which the S’More App

is installed provides these features.6

The Parties
29.

Jigsaw Dating Limited (“Jigsaw”) is a company organized and

existing under the laws of England and Wales, with its principal place of business
located at 4th Floor, Parsonage Chambers, Manchester, M3 2HW, United Kingdom.
The named inventors of the ’276 patent are Max Adamski and Alexander Durrant,
both of whom assigned rights in the ’276 patent to Jigsaw.7
30.

On information and belief, Defendant Something More, Inc.

(“S’More”) is a corporation organized and existing under the laws of the State of
6

See “FAQ – S’More - the dating app built for relationships!”, Something More,
Inc., https://smoreapp.com/faq (stating that “S’More is currently available in iOS
and will be available on Android in the near future.”).
7

Assignment recorded February 5, 2021, Reel/Frame 055239/0321.
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Delaware, with its principal place of business located at 419 E 57th Street, #14D,
New York, NY 10022.
31.

On information and belief, S’More at least makes, uses, offers to sell,

and sells its S’More App in the United States, and at least uses a device on which
the S’More App is installed.

The Asserted Patent
32.

On October 25, 2022, United States Patent No. 11,483,276 (“the ʼ276

patent”) entitled “Revealing Information Based on User Interaction” was duly and
legally issued by the United States Patent and Trademark Office. The co-founders
of Jigsaw (Max Adamski and Alexander Durrant) are the named inventors of the
’276 patent, and both assigned the ’276 patent, including the right to sue for and
collect past damages, to Plaintiff Jigsaw by an assignment recorded at Reel/Frame
055239/0321.8 Plaintiff Jigsaw accordingly owns all right, title, and interest in and
to the ’276 patent. A true and correct copy of the ʼ276 patent is attached as Exhibit
1. The ’276 patent is referred to as the “Asserted Patent.”

8

Plaintiff changed its name from “Jigtalk App Limited” to “Jigsaw Dating
Limited” on February 8, 2021, as evidenced by Reel/Frame 061672/0981.
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Jurisdiction and Venue
33.

This is an action for patent infringement arising under the patent laws

of the United States, 35 U.S.C. §§ 1 et seq. This Court has subject matter
jurisdiction pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §§ 1331 and 1338(a).
34.

This Court has personal jurisdiction over S’More because it is a

Delaware Corporation that regularly conducts business in the State of Delaware and
therefore has substantial and continuous contacts within this judicial district;
because it has purposefully availed itself to the privileges of conducting business in
this judicial district; and/or because it has committed acts of patent infringement in
this judicial district.
35.

Venue is proper in this District pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1400(b).
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Count I – Infringement of the ʼ276 Patent
36.

Plaintiff restates and realleges the preceding paragraphs of this

Complaint.
37.

On information and belief, S’More has made, used, sold, and/or

offered for sale, and is currently making, using, selling, and/or offering for sale
software that infringes the Asserted Patent, including the S’More App.
38.

On information and belief, S’More has used a device, and is currently

using a device on which the S’More App is installed, and which therefore infringes
the Asserted Patent.
39.

The S’More App infringes at least claim 1 of the ʼ276 patent, and

devices on which the S’More App is installed infringe at least claim 4 of the ’276
patent, for example, as detailed in the preceding paragraphs of this complaint.
40.

S’More’s infringement of the ’276 patent has been direct.

41.

On information and belief, S’More has directly infringed and is

directly infringing the ’276 patent under 35 U.S.C. § 271(a) because it has made,
used, sold, and/or offered for sale, and is currently making, using, selling, and/or
offering for sale the S’More App, and because S’More has used and is currently
using a device on which the S’More App is installed.
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42.

On information and belief, S’More has no reasonable basis for

believing that the claims of the ʼ276 patent are either invalid or not infringed by the
S’More App.
43.

Plaintiff has been damaged as the result of S’More’s infringement.

44.

On information and belief, S’More has caused and will continue to

cause Plaintiff irreparable injury and damage by infringing the ʼ276 patent.
Plaintiff will suffer further irreparable injury and damage, for which it has no
adequate remedy at law, unless and until S’More is enjoined from infringing the
ʼ276 patent.
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Prayer for Relief
WHEREFORE, Plaintiff Jigsaw respectfully requests that this Court:
(1)

Enter judgment that Defendant S’More has infringed one or more

claims of the Asserted Patent;
(2)

Enter an order permanently enjoining Defendant S’More and its

officers, agents, employees, attorneys, and all persons in active concert or
participation with any of them, from infringing the Asserted Patent;
(3)

Award Plaintiff damages in an amount sufficient to compensate it for

S’More’s infringement of the Asserted Patent, together with pre-judgment and
post-judgment interest and costs, and all other damages permitted under 35 U.S.C.
§ 284;
(4)

Award Plaintiff an accounting for acts of infringement not presented

at trial and an award by the Court of additional damage for any such acts of
infringement;
(5)

Declare this case to be “exceptional” under 35 U.S.C. § 285 and

award Plaintiff all reasonable attorney fees, expenses, and costs incurred in this
action; and
(6)

Award Plaintiff such other and further relief as this Court deems just

and proper.
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Jury Trial Demand
Plaintiff demands a jury trial on all issues so triable.

Dated: November 22, 2022

FISH & RICHARDSON P.C.
By: /s/ Martina Tyreus Hufnal
Martina Tyreus Hufnal (DE #4771)
222 Delaware Avenue, 17th Floor
Wilmington, DE 19801
(302) 652-5070
hufnal@fr.com
OF COUNSEL:
Jason M. Zucchi
Andrew Dommer
Suite 3200
60 South Sixth Street
Minneapolis, MN 55402
(612) 335-5070 Telephone
(612) 288-9696 Facsimile
dommer@fr.com; zucchi@fr.com
Attorneys for Plaintiff
Jigsaw Dating Limited
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Exhibit 1

